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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
Commercial Emergency Equipment appointed exclusive distributor for 
the Alberta territory. 
 
St-Georges, Quebec, September 21st, 2019 – MAXIMETAL has appointed Commercial Emergency 
Equipment as its exclusive distributor for the Alberta territory.   
 
A division of Commercial Truck Equipment headquartered in Delta, BC, Commercial Emergency 
Equipment has major facilities in both Calgary and Edmonton and has already been representing lines of 
MAXIMETAL products since 2017, including the MaxiSaber product collaboration between Pierce and 
MAXI, in the southern part of the province along with BC, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario. 
 
 “Since taking on Pierce Manufacturing and MAXIMETAL in 2017, we have built a very strong sales and 
technical service team across all our branches,” said Morgan MacKay, general manager of Commercial 
Emergency Equipment.  “We are excited to add the rest of Alberta to our MAXIMETAL territory.” 
 
“Commercial has made an impressive impact in the market very quickly with their highly professional 
sales team and their impressive service capability.  We are happy to have them as our sole point of 
contact for all of Alberta” said Danny Dufour, president of MAXIMETAL. 
 
Sales for all of Alberta will be handled out of Commercial’s Calgary branch, while service will be assured 
by the Calgary and Edmonton locations along with their team of mobile service technicians for service at 
right at the fire hall. 
 
 

About MAXIMETAL 
Founded in 1983, MAXIMETAL, INC. is based in Saint-Georges, an hour south of Quebec City. 
MAXIMETAL is a dynamic, innovative Canadian company with 35 years of experience designing and 
manufacturing optimized intervention vehicles.   Our core specialty lies in two product families: MAXI 
Fire Trucks and MAXI Utility Trucks. The company holds ISO9001:2015 certification and is dedicated to 
providing fire departments and utility customers with quality-built, custom-outfitted apparatus 
engineered to the highest standards.   
To learn more about MAXIMETAL, visit www.maximetal.com 
 
 

http://www.maximetal.com/


 

 
 

 
 

About Commercial Truck Equipment 
Founded in 1947 in Vancouver, BC, Commercial Truck Equipment Corporation is Western Canada’s 
largest supplier of truck equipment, with an impressive history of growth, and an unmatched level of 
customer service and support. Its product expertise includes truck cranes, recovery vehicles, utility 
trucks, dump and gravel trucks, as well as truck hydraulic systems, truck parts and service. The 
company’s full-service branches and mobile support across Canada have the parts inventory, and 
technical and engineering expertise to meet the needs of its customers.  
To learn more about Commercial Truck Equipment, visit www.comtruck.ca 
 

Contact: 
Christopher Sapienza 
Director, Business Development 
MAXIMETAL 
(418) 228-6637 
christopher.sapienza@maximetal.ca 
www.maximetal.ca 
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